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Abstract

Existing methods for shadow removal in high-resolution
images may not be effective due to challenges such as the
time-consuming nature of training and the loss of visual
data during image cropping or resizing, highlighting the
necessity for the development of more efficient methods. In
this paper, we propose a novel Pyramid Ensemble Structure
(PES) for High Resolution Image Shadow Removal. Our
approach takes advantage of multiple scales by construct-
ing pyramid inputs that allow for the capturing of a wide
range of shadow sizes and shapes. We then train the net-
work in pyramid stages to enhance global information pro-
cessing. Furthermore, an ensemble of different shadow re-
moval models is employed, and the maximum value is cho-
sen to indicate the least amount of remaining shadow in the
output. Experiments on both validation and testing data
sets confirm the effectiveness of our method. In the Image
Shadow Removal Challenge competition, our method ob-
tained 22.36 PSNR score (1st place) and 0.70 SSIM score
(2nd place) on the test sets.

1. Introduction
Computer vision faces the challenging problem of high

resolution shadow removal, which involves eliminating
shadows from high-resolution images. Despite their ubiq-
uity in everyday environments, shadows pose a significant
challenge to image processing due to their inherently com-
plex nature: they are caused by varying illumination con-
ditions and can have a significant impact on the visibility
and quality of the image. In addition, shadows create a
shift in pixel intensity, hampering accurate interpretation of
the image and rendering it difficult to carry out subsequent
analyses. Addressing this issue requires advanced algorith-
mic techniques and the ability to robustly identify and re-
move shadows irrespective of context, lighting conditions,
and image characteristics.

Recent years have seen promising advances in shadow
removal through the use of deep learning-based techniques.

Figure 1. Illustration of Pyramid Ensemble Structure. To achieve
shadow-free outputs, multiple scale images are trained across var-
ious stages. These outputs are then ensembled by leveraging the
maximum results obtained from a range of networks.

Specifically, these techniques employ convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) [6, 20] to learn intricate features from
data, facilitating the production of high-quality, shadow-
free images. In addition to CNN-based approaches, re-
searchers have explored the application of transformer net-
works [11], which leverage transformer building units to
capture global contextual information and produce en-
hanced results in shadow removal. These novel techniques
demonstrate the great potential of deep learning in accu-
rately and effectively addressing the complex problems as-
sociated with normal shadow removal in computer vision.

However, when it comes to high-resolution shadow re-
moval [23, 24], simply applying existing shadow removal
methods may not yield the desired results. Two key issues
may arise. Firstly, directly training the methods with input
image shapes may prove to be both time-consuming and
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less effective. This is especially true in high-resolution sce-
narios where the images tend to be much larger in size. Im-
age cropping or resizing may become a necessity to tackle
this, but such measures can result in a loss of important
visual data. It is therefore essential to develop new meth-
ods that can handle high-resolution images with greater ef-
ficiency. The second challenge involves the issue of global
information on the image. Directly cropping images as part
of the shadow removal process may lead to a loss of im-
portant context information. As a result, networks may not
be able to effectively construct a well-performed contextual
understanding of the image. This may lead to sub-optimal
outcomes, making it important to develop methods that take
a more comprehensive approach to global information re-
tention.

We present an innovative solution, the Pyramid Ensem-
ble Structure (PES), to tackle the challenging task of High-
Resolution Image Shadow Removal. Figure 1 illustrates
our approach, which employs pyramid inputs to capture di-
verse shadow sizes and shapes at multiple scales. Addi-
tionally, we train the network in pyramid stages to improve
global information processing. To achieve high-precision
shadow removal, we use an ensemble of different shadow
removal models and select the maximum output value rep-
resenting the best possible shadow removal outcome. To
further enhance the network and achieve superior shadow
removal performance, we employ a model soup technique.
Our method has been evaluated on both validation and test-
ing datasets, and the experimental results confirm its effec-
tiveness. PES consistently outperforms other methods in
terms of shadow removal accuracy while maintaining high-
resolution image quality.

We introduce our novel solution, the Pyramid Ensem-
ble Structure (PES), which excellently addresses the chal-
lenging High-Resolution Image Shadow Removal task. As
depicted in Figure 1, our approach adopts pyramid inputs
to capture various shadow sizes and shapes across mul-
tiple scales. Moreover, we train the network in pyramid
stages to facilitate global information processing. For pre-
cise shadow removal, we leverage an ensemble of diverse
shadow removal models and select the output value that
yields the optimal shadow removal outcome. To further
elevate the network’s performance and achieve superior
shadow removal results, we apply a model soup technique.
Through comprehensive evaluations on validation and test-
ing datasets, our approach demonstrates remarkable effec-
tiveness. In fact, PES consistently outperforms other meth-
ods concerning shadow removal accuracy while preserving
high-resolution image quality.

The contribution of the paper can be summarized as:

1. Firstly, we propose a novel Pyramid Ensemble Struc-
ture (PES) that allows for the effective removal of
shadows from high-resolution images by capturing a

wide range of shadow sizes and shapes.

2. Secondly, by utilizing a model soup technique and
an ensemble of different shadow removal models, we
achieve superior shadow removal performance, further
enhancing the accuracy and effectiveness of our ap-
proach.

3. Thirdly, our method is confirmed to be effective
through experiments on both validation and testing
data sets, showing promise for future development in
the field of image processing.

2. Related Work
Image restoration has been a popular topic in computer

vision for many years. One of the classic methods for image
restoration is based on the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimation [10, 21, 27]. The MAP-based methods gener-
ally assume a prior on the image structure and use the ob-
served image and the prior to estimate the restored image.
Deep neural networks have shown great success in many
computer vision tasks [5, 7, 8, 15], including image restora-
tion. Many approaches have been proposed to use deep
neural networks for image denoising, deblurring, and super-
resolution [1, 22]. One of the critical factors in achieving
successful image restoration is the development of a power-
ful network. To this end, several researchers have proposed
and designed high-performing networks, as documented in
recent studies [4, 18, 19]. These networks offer effective
methods that aim to improve the quality of input images
before the restoration process commences. Their effective-
ness in generating better input images paves the way for
improved image restoration results.

Among restoration tasks, recent works on shadow re-
moval have utilized high-quality ground truth as guidance,
as noted in [12–14, 26]. However, some approaches still
reconstruct the shadow-free image under a physical illumi-
nation model while simultaneously predicting an accurate
external shadow matte. For instance, Le [17] enhanced
shadow regions by employing a physical linear transfor-
mation model for image decomposition. Fu [9], on the
other hand, proposed an over-exposure fusion approach for
shadow removal. Their approach uses a learnable pixel-
wise weighting map to blend a series of over-enhanced
shadow images with the original shadow image in an in-
telligent way.

There have been a number of approaches proposed in
the literature for leveraging context information to improve
shadow removal performance. One such method, called De-
shadowNet [20], employs a multi-level feature combination
strategy to increase the network receptive field and incorpo-
rates contextual semantic and appearance information. This
approach can generate high-quality predictions of shadow
mattes with fine local details. Another approach, recently
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proposed by Cun et al. [6], uses dilated convolutions as
a backbone to capture context features. Building on this
work, Chen et al. [3] introduced CANet, which incorpo-
rates an external patch matting module that selects the top
K similar patches to explore potential contextual relation-
ships. In contrast to these methods, ShadowFormer [11]
uses transformer building units to capture global contextual
information in an end-to-end manner.

3. Method
In Shadow Removal, we are given an input image Ii,

possibly with shadows,together with an ground truth image
Ig , with shadows removed. The task of shadow removal
is to remove the shadows present in an input image Ii, pro-
ducing an output image Io that is as similar to Ii as possible,
while also ensuring that the shadows are no longer visible.

3.1. Pyramid Inputs

To create a pyramid input image, we start with the in-
put image Ii, which has dimensions H ×W . Since H and
W may be quite large, training models directly on such im-
ages can be time-consuming. To overcome this, we scale
the input image to multiple resolutions with ratio σ1, σ2,
σ3, resulting pyramid images P (I) as follows:

P (Ii, σ1, σ2, σ3) = {Ii H
σ1

× W
σ1

, Ii H
σ2

× W
σ2

, Ii W
σ3

× W
σ3

}.

By doing so, we can efficiently capture both local and global
contents of the image across different resolutions. This, in
turn, ensures that our model is robust and effective at de-
tecting features at different levels of resolution. Compared
to normal random resize techniques, using a pyramid input
image provides even greater robustness and adaptability to
varying image resolutions.

To expedite the training process, we leverage a pre-
processing technique to reshape the image in preparation for
training. However, given the limited images available, it is
crucial to augment the dataset by introducing more diverse
images. One effective way to achieve this is by employ-
ing a pyramid cropping method where images with vary-
ing shapes are cropped into uniform sizes. This effectively
bolsters the diversity of the input data. In addition, we fur-
ther improve the dataset by cropping the images into the
same shape of H

σ4
× W

σ4
, the cropped images Ic based on

C(Ii, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4) can be denoted as:

Ic = C(Ii, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4) = crop(P (Ii, σ1, σ2, σ3),
H

σ4
×W

σ4
)

where σ4 is the crop ratio and crop denotes random-crop
function.

3.2. Pyramid Stages

The task at hand involves generating an output image Io
from an input image Ii, using a neural network N . The net-

work N is specifically designed for image-to-image trans-
lation tasks and has been trained on a large dataset of pairs
of images. This allows the network to learn a mapping be-
tween different domains, in this case, from the domain of
the input image Ii to the domain of the output image Io,
which means Io = N(C(Ii, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4)).

The network N typically consists of an encoder-decoder
architecture, where the encoder extracts high-level features
from the input image and the decoder generates the output
image from these features. In addition, skip connections
are employed in the network to ensure that the low-level
details of the input image are preserved in the output im-
age. During training, the network N learns to minimize
a loss function that quantifies the difference between the
generated output image Io and the ground truth image Ig .
The loss functions involve L1 loss LL1, Mean Squared Er-
ror (MSE) loss LMSE , Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
LPSNR and Structural Similarity Index Measures (SSIM)
LSSIM .

The L1 loss is calculated as the absolute difference be-
tween the predicted output and the ground truth, as follows:

LL1(Io, Ig) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|Io − Ig|.

The MSE loss measures the average squared difference be-
tween the predicted output and the ground truth, as follows:

LMSE(Io, Ig) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(Io − Ig)
2

The PSNR is a measure of the quality of the predicted out-
put compared to the ground truth. It is defined as the ratio
between the maximum possible power of a signal and the
power of the noise that affects the fidelity of its representa-
tion, as follows:

LPSNR(Io, Ig) = 10 log10

(
MAX2

I

LMSE(Io,Ig)

)
where MAXI is the maximum possible pixel value of the
image. The SSIM measures the similarity between two im-
ages by computing a combination of brightness, contrast,
and structural similarity, as follows:

LSSIM (Io, Ig) =
(2µIoµIg + c1)(2σIoIg + c2)

(µ2
Io

+ µ2
Ig

+ c1)(σ2
Io

+ σ2
Ig

+ c2)

where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the
image intensities, σIoIg is the covariance between the two
images, and c1 and c2 are constants to avoid dividing by
zero.

To build our model, we construct pyramid stages based
on the loss functions available. In stage 1, we focus more
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Figure 2. Overall framework of Pyramid Ensemble Structure (PES) . First, we implement Pyramid Inputs, which entails resizing and
cropping the input images into various sizes and shapes. Once adjusted, the input images are then forwarded to the network for processing,
which is trained based on diversity loss functions in Pyramid Stages. Finally, the output images are ensembled by selecting the maximum
result from the various options available.

on local regions by using larger values of the ratios σ1, σ2,
σ3, and σ4. To optimize the model, we adopt PSNR loss
and SSIM loss functions during stage 1. The loss functions
for stage 1 can be derived using the following formulas:

LStage1 = LPSNR(N(C(Ii, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4)), Ig)

+ LSSIM (N(C(Ii, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4)), Ig).

Moving on to stage 2, we refine our model by adopting the
L1 loss function, which further improves its accuracy. To
achieve this, we reduce the ratios by half as compared to
stage 1. The loss functions for stage 2 can be computed
using the following formulas:

LStage2 = LL1(N(C(Ii,
σ1

2
,
σ2

2
,
σ3

2
,
σ4

2
)), Ig).

In the final stage, we continue to refine the model by us-
ing both PSNR loss and SSIM loss functions, which have
proven to be effective in enhancing image quality. Addi-
tionally, we further reduce the ratios by half compared to
stage 2 to fine-tune the model for better performance. The
loss functions for stage 3 can be derived using the following
formulas:

LStage3 = LPSNR(N(C(Ii,
σ1

4
,
σ2

4
,
σ3

4
,
σ4

4
)), Ig)

+ LSSIM (N(C(Ii,
σ1

4
,
σ2

4
,
σ3

4
,
σ4

4
)), Ig).

By incorporating the pyramid stages described above, the
network is able to capture both local and global informa-
tion, allowing for a more comprehensive analysis and op-
timization of the input data. The adoption of L1, PSNR,
and SSIM loss functions during the training process en-
sures a balance between local and global similarities, in-
cluding aspects such as brightness, contrast, and structural
similarities. By achieving this balance, we can ensure a bet-
ter outcome across multiple training iterations, resulting in
improved performance overall.

3.3. Shadow Ensemble

In the context of shadow removal tasks, we have made
a crucial observation that bright regions rarely ever contain
shadows. These areas are more likely to be non-shadow
regions, which means we can assume that they are free
from shadows. By utilizing this insight, we can directly ob-
tain the maximum prediction among all the shadow models,
which allows us to select the areas with the least shadow
coverage. Based on this, we propose a simple yet highly ef-
fective approach to shadow removal that involves selecting
the maximum prediction from all of the shadow models.

To formalize this, we consider a setting where we have a
total of M shadow models based on input of cropped image
Ic, denoted by N1(Ic), N2(Ic), . . . , NM (Ic). Each shadow
model predicts the regions of the input that contain shad-
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ows. We then combine the predictions of all the shadow
models to generate a final prediction, denoted by N(Ic),
that accurately identifies the shadow regions in Ic. for an
image Ic, Then N(Ic) can be calculated as follows:

N(Ic) =
M

max
j=1

{Nj(Ic)} .

Directly obtaining the maximum prediction among the
shadow models is equivalent to selecting the regions with
the least shadow coverage. Overall, the above approach en-
ables us to effectively combine the predictions of multiple
shadow models Nj to generate a final prediction that is both
accurate and robust in identifying the regions of an input
that contain shadows.

Accordingly, we formulate the framework of Pyramid
Ensemble Structure (PES) in Figure 2, which is composed
of Pyramid Inputs, Pyramid Stages and Shadow Ensem-
ble. The three main components of the framework work
together seamlessly to ensure optimal performance. This
multi-component approach has proven to be highly effec-
tive in producing accurate, high-quality shadow-free im-
ages. The effectiveness of the PES framework can be at-
tributed to the seamless cooperation between its three com-
ponents, resulting in an optimal and comprehensive solution
for shadow removal.

3.4. Model Soup Finetune

When considering shadow removal tasks, let Nj repre-
sent the parameters of the jth model, with a total of M
models being considered. Building upon the methodology
proposed by Wortsman [25], we calculate the average pa-
rameter values in the following way:

Nsoup =
1

M

M∑
j=1

Ni.

To further enhance the performance of the network, we
employ a technique whereby we use the newly generated
network parameters as initialization and retrain the network.
This process involves leveraging the strengths of multiple
models and combining them into a single, more powerful
entity, resulting in a network that performs better than any
individual model. By utilizing the average parameter val-
ues of multiple models, we create a superior starting point
for the retraining process. This leads to faster and more
efficient convergence, as the network builds upon the col-
lective knowledge of the multiple models. The retrained
network is thus able to identify and remove shadows more
accurately and efficiently, resulting in a significant improve-
ment in overall performance.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experiment Settings

We chose to utilize NAFNet as our basic network ar-
chitecture [4] due to its implementation of only nonlinear
activation functions. We specifically trained our model us-
ing two variations of NAFNet: NAFNet32 and NAFNet64.
During our experiments, we found that NAFNet32 provided
the best results and thus used it for the majority of our re-
sults. We chose Lion [2] optimizer to train the model for its
superior performance over Adam [16].

We use the official shadow removal competition dataset,
where the image shape is (1440, 1920). As shown in Ta-
ble 3.1, the input images are cropped into different sizes
under different stages. Stage 1 involves three different im-
age sizes for the input, which are reshaped to a crop size
of (240, 320). The loss function used is a combination of
PSNR Loss and SSIM Loss, which are both measures of
the quality of the reconstructed image. The batch size used
is 144, and the model is trained for 50,000 iterations. In
stage 2, the same three input image sizes are used, but they
are cropped to a larger size of (480, 640). The loss func-
tion used in this stage is L1 Loss, which is a different mea-
sure of image quality than PSNR or SSIM. The batch size
is smaller, at 64, and the model is trained for 20,000 itera-
tions. Note that in stage 2 of the training process, we also
reshape the images to (480, 640), and crop to (480, 640), to
ensure the global information in networks. In Stage 3: This
final stage uses only two input image sizes, which are both
larger than the largest input size used in the previous stages.
These images are cropped to the same size as the larger in-
put size in Stage 2, which is (960, 1280). The loss function
used here is again a combination of PSNR Loss and SSIM
Loss, and the batch size used is further reduced to 16. The
model is trained for 10,000 iterations.

Overall, the three stages involve varying input sizes, crop
sizes, loss functions, batch sizes, and numbers of iterations,
which are systematically adjusted to optimize the perfor-
mance of the image reconstruction model. The use of mul-
tiple stages with different settings allows the model to learn
effectively from the data and achieve good results on a range
of input sizes.

In addition to training on different stages, we also gen-
erated five high-performing networks by varying hyperpa-
rameters and architectures, as summarized in Table 4. The
table has four columns: ”Num,” ”Network,” ”Train Stage,”
and ”Iteration”. The ”Num” column simply enumerates the
models in the ensemble from 1 to 5. The ”Network” col-
umn specifies the NAFNet architecture used for each model,
with varying depths and widths (NAFNet32 or NAFNet64).
The ”Train Stage” column indicates the training stage from
Stage 1, Stage 3, or a combination of Stage 1 plus additional
training to improve structural similarity (large SSIM). The
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Stage Num Reshape size Crop size Loss Batch size Iteration
Stage1 (480, 640), (960, 1280),(1440, 1920) (240, 320) PSNR Loss + SSIM Loss 144 50000
Stage2 (480, 640), (960, 1280),(1440, 1920) (480, 640) L1 Loss 64 20000
Stage3 (960, 1280),(1440, 1920) (960, 1280) PSNR Loss + SSIM Loss 16 10000

Table 1. Different settings in the Pyramid Stages.

Figure 3. Example of images under different stages of processing. From the original input image to the final ensemble output, we can
observe that more shadows have been effectively removed, resulting in an overall improvement in image clarity.

”Iteration” column specifies the number of iterations used
for each model. By aggregating the maximum prediction of
the ensemble, we successfully eliminated shadows from the
images.

4.2. Experiment Results

The final results are shown in Table 2. Our evaluation
results demonstrate that our approach achieves the best per-
formance in terms of PSNR and ranks second in SSIM
among all the methods tested. This indicates the effec-
tiveness of our approach in improving the quality of im-
age reconstructions. However, our performance on SSIM

is not as high as our performance on PSNR. This may be
attributed to the smaller weights assigned to the loss func-
tion of SSIM compared to other loss functions used in our
approach. Although SSIM is an important measure of the
perceptual quality of reconstructed images, its contribution
to the overall loss function might have been comparatively
smaller. We would like to emphasize that our approach still
achieved competitive results on SSIM despite the smaller
weight of the loss function, hence demonstrating the ro-
bustness and effectiveness of our approach overall. Further
analyses could be carried out in future work to better bal-
ance the weights of loss functions and achieve even better
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Name PSNR SSIM
Goring 11.83 0.37
zwl 13.38 0.45
fvasluianu 15.03 0.47
CD luo 17.36 0.53
Concentration7 17.57 0.55
jiangchengzhi 17.74 0.5
nbyqh 17.78 0.55
zjuShen 17.83 0.53
Yuki-11 18.08 0.53
amaguri 18.08 0.53
some 18.58 0.59
Concentrate-Silence 18.73 0.56
try22 18.87 0.56
duchongyang 19.14 0.6
Jaszheng 19.14 0.6
nann 19.18 0.59
Concentration 19.23 0.6
to42 19.55 0.61
ir-sde 19.60 0.58
priyakansal 19.67 0.63
shrutiphutke 19.71 0.63
jane j 19.82 0.64
user118 20.40 0.62
SabariNathan 20.56 0.63
chong40 20.68 0.62
BowenZhao 20.73 0.62
thea 20.75 0.65
leeyeoreum01 21.02 0.66
WangtaekOh 21.08 0.66
tiger 21.13 0.65
Krocy 21.24 0.66
Una 21.25 0.67
HuanZheng 21.43 0.68
Rebecca 21.58 0.68
leaves 21.68 0.69
codalab123 21.69 0.69
daylight 21.70 0.69
mrchang87 21.79 0.70
xyz123 22.20 0.69
PES (ours) 22.36 0.70

Table 2. PSNR and SSIM of Testing Results. Compared with other
teams, we obtain better results on PSNR and SSIM.

results on both PSNR and SSIM.
The ablation study process can be analyzed based on the

changes in PSNR and SSIM values as we move from one
stage to another in Table 3. The initial model, NAFNet, has
a PSNR of 21.69 and an SSIM of 0.699. The addition of
Pyrimid Inputs and Lion results in a significant improve-
ment in PSNR to 23.19 and SSIM to 0.735. Moving on
to Pyrimid Stages, we see a further improvement in PSNR

Ablation Study PSNR SSIM
NaFNet 21.69 0.699

+Pyrimid Inputs+Lion 23.19 0.735
+Pyrimid Stages 23.46 0.749

+Model soup finetune 23.59 0.750
Ensemble 23.64 0.760

Table 3. Ablation study results in terms of PSNR and SSIM on the
validation.

Num Network Train Stage Iteration
1 NAFNet32 Stage1 40000
2 NAFNet32 Stage3 10000
3 NAFNet32 Stage1+large SSIM 60000
4 NAFNet32 model soup 10000
5 NAFNet64 Stage1 120000

Table 4. The ensembled networks.

to 23.46 and SSIM to 0.749. The addition of Model soup
finetune produces a slightly higher PSNR of 23.59 and an
SSIM of 0.750. Finally, the ensemble of all the models
results in the highest values of PSNR and SSIM at 23.64
and 0.760, respectively. Therefore, the ablation study pro-
cess indicates that each stage of the model development im-
proves the PSNR and SSIM values, with the ensemble of all
the models providing the best results. This information can
be useful for optimizing the model development process to
achieve better results for similar tasks in the future.

We have also included Figure 3 to present some of our
partial results. The figure provides a comprehensive view
of the entire process, from the input images to the final en-
semble output images. As can be observed from the figure,
after the completion of the training process in Stage 1, a
significant improvement had been achieved as the shadows
on the background were almost entirely removed, while the
shadows on the cloth appeared to be relatively weaker. Sub-
sequently, after undergoing the training process in Stage 3,
notable progress had been made as the shadows on the back-
ground were completely eliminated and the shadows on the
cloth appeared to be less pronounced than in Stage 1. Fi-
nally, following the model ensemble, the shadows on the
cloth seemed to have been almost fully removed, thereby
attesting to the effectiveness of our approach.

4.3. Discussions

To enhance the robustness of our network, we first at-
tempted to initialize it by training on a well-known and
widely used public dataset for shadow removal [20]. How-
ever, despite our efforts, this approach did not yield the de-
sired results, and we were compelled to explore alternative
options. As such, we evaluated two highly effective al-
gorithms, RLFN and BSRN [18], but unfortunately, even
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these algorithms did not produce satisfactory results. Rec-
ognizing the need for further improvement, we also experi-
mented with the incorporation of shadow detection into our
approach. However, we ran into the obstacle of an inaccu-
rate definition of shadow, which prevented us from resolv-
ing the issue.

Upon reflection, we acknowledge that we have some re-
grets concerning our approach to the competition. Looking
back, we believe that our results could have been improved
if we had employed a technique involving the forwarding
of our networks on localized regions and subsequently en-
semble them with the full images. However, due to the con-
straints of time, we were unable to explore this approach
in detail. In retrospect, we recognize that by implement-
ing this technique, we could have potentially improved the
overall performance of our network. Nevertheless, we re-
main proud of the effort we put forth and the results we were
able to achieve given the constraints of the competition.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a new method, the Pyra-

mid Ensemble Structure (PES), to address the challenging
problem of High Resolution Image Shadow Removal. Our
approach exploits multiple scales by constructing pyramid
inputs, which helps capture a wide range of shadow sizes
and shapes. The employment of pyramid stages during neu-
ral network training improves global information process-
ing, while the use of an ensemble of different shadow re-
moval models and model soup technique further refines the
network to ensure high-precision shadow removal. Our ex-
perimental results demonstrate the superior performance of
PES, achieving state-of-the-art results in shadow removal
accuracy while preserving high-resolution image quality.
We believe that our approach can contribute to a wide range
of applications where shadow removal from high-resolution
images is crucial.
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